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Baseball
fans head to
the theaters,
not the fields

by Megan Dearth
Collegia* Stiff

No movie could have better
timing for baseball fans. "The
Scout," the latest comedy to hit
the box office, fills the space of
the early ended baseball season.

A 1 Fercolo (Albert Brooks), a
scout for the New York
Yankees, finds himself
searching hopelessly for a
baseball player deep in Central
America.

After weeks, he discovers
Steve Nebraska (Brendan Fraser)
and realizes that Steve just
might be the greatest baseball
player whoever lived.

Before discovering Steve, A 1
is fired by the Yankees. This
leaves A 1 as Steve's free agent

Throughout the movie, a
trusting, childlike Steve looks

to A 1 as his father-figure but
most ofall his friend.

The Yankees return into Al's
life when they sign Steve to
upcoming year's roster. Steve
signs under one condition. He
won't play next season unless
the Yankees win the pennant

Of course, the Yankees win
and the nervous Sieve must play
in the first game of the World
Series.

At the onset of the game,
Steve begins to have doubts
about playing. Hiding out,
Steve is found by Al. A 1 steps
out of his role as an agent and
talks to Steve as a friend.

With confidence, Steve
returns to the field for his
dramatic entrance.

Since you can't go out to the
ballpark, take a seat at the
theater and enjoy "The Scout"

Clear and present
success at the

by Portia Kelly
Collegia* Stiff

box office
What do you getwhen you put

Harrison Fcid, a plethora of great
actors, and a dynamic plot
together?

The blockbuster hit, "Clear and
PresentDanger."

In the third sequelof the "Hunt
of Red October" and "Patriot
Games," Ford returns in his role
as Dr. Jack Ryan, a CIA
specialist Anne Archer also
returns in herrole as Ryan's wife.

In this sequel,Ryan takes over
for the bead of CIA relations.

Admiral McGreer (James Earl
Jones), who is diagnosed with
pancreaticcancer. Ryan's first job
is to consult with the President
of the United States regarding the
conspiracy of the drug cartels in
Colombia.

this classified conspiracy, he is
drawn deeper and deeper into a
deathtrap.

Ryan is kept in the dark by
fellow colleagues when they send
a secret military force to
Colombia. Headed by Lt Clark
(William DeFoe), a former
American soldier, this party is
sent to Colombia to brutally
assassinate the top drug lords and
destroy their shipments.

As Ryan finds out more about

The climax occurs when Ryan
and Clark return to Colombia to
rescue the lost military party.

This film is HiamoHr and full
of action and suspense. The
acton give top performances and
the plot is well developed.

This movie lives up to its
predecessors and is a definite
must-see for this fall. Don't wait
for it so come oot on video; catch
it now before it leaves the
theaters.

Congratulations

Sarah
Melchiorre!
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T

lUSTKILL DRUNK DRIVERS. Homecoming Queen
Nicholas Esposito, killed, Oct IS,
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Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Brendan Fraser la Steve Nebraska In Twentieth Century Fox's
latest comedy release, “The Scout.” Fraser shares the screen
with veteran actor Albert Brooks in this touching story about
baseball and friendship.
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